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by L. Ron Hubbard

I've mentioned several times that training in Scientology
had become a fine art and that it was in reality an evolved
gcience in itself. '

How does one go about training someone to really be a
Scientologi st? -Unfortunately it has taken seven years to work
this out. If we'd been able to do this originally, what a. differ»
ent picturedt would have made!

' Some auditors were "naturals". Well. we‘d better take
into account that not everybody was. So the task has been --'
"how do you make a natural '? "

Everyone who came for training had the willingness to help.
All our training people had the willingness to train. But with
the how-to unsolved, it was sorrptimes pretty grim. Seeing
this 1 worked almost as hard on how—to--train as how to clear.

Well, the upshot of 3:1-1 this is a Bert!-‘:8 {if 81111115 necesflfil-1"?’
‘to being an auditor that arenit processing '!>uIEl:l~'-ing skills.
‘That's pretty much of an achieven-rem: fiecanse it changes for
the superior better the whole family! If we can handle people.
we can have groups and a successful Scientology -fife. Along
with teaching auditors to audit we came to teach. as a pa-ra;1lel
‘bonus, auditors to handle people.

L ‘Well, it's been a good struggle and a lot of us, me included,
bear some scars but we won, Mom.

I'm pretty proud of the Academy course now. _ We do our
Lest to make people able to do their best.

T‘~ It's not really a school now. It's 576 hours of personal
{'0.-aching plus 25 hours of good processing. We don't do much
student co-auditing now except when a student can audit.
‘ Copyright 1957 6) by LI Ron Hubbard

World Rights Reserved ,_. _ -»..
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-~,;,»-- . Gosh, the old-time horror f student co—auditing! How
I drastic can life get! Q

_ All I want to tell you is that we've sewed it up on training
F and to give you a glance over the HCA Course schedule. It's

f i pretty darned good because it's no longer a dream. It's real
; as real itself. Even our quarters are air—conditioned and well

decorated ---- good quarters themselves are news.

F . Here's the goals I wrote and had framed for the Communi-
I I cation Course room here on the third floor front of 1812 19th
- I Street. N. W. It's in green on cream to rnatch the trees out-

i side the balcony and the room walls.
I

. "A Scientologist is one who controls persons, environments
, and situations. .

I I

"Scientology is used on Life and its forms and products.
5 The chief uses of Scientology are in the fields of Education,

~ = Organization, Mental disability. Social Order and Reiligion.
I II 0 I I I I~ . Scientology is the first to g-we scientific meaning to hese.

I "A Scientologist is ccnsidered a professional if he uses
Scientology in any of these fields and has been thoroughly

I f trained in Scientology. Scientology means Knowing in the
fullest sense of the word. A Scientologist operates within the
boundaries of the Auditor‘s Code and the Code of the Scientolo-
gist.

“A Scientologist is a first cousin to the Bhuddist, a distant
I relative to the Taoist, a feudal enemy to the enslaving priest

and a bitter Ice of the German, Viennese and Russian defamers
of Man.

"The religion of the Scientologist is freedom for all things
spiritual on all dynamics which means adequate discipline and
Knowledge to keep that freedom guaranteed.

"We are the people who are ending the cycle of homo-
sapiens and starting the cycle of a good earth.

"There are no barriers on our path except those we make
ourselves. Our ability belongs to all worlds everywhere. “

This is the curriculum in full for the HCA Course. If
some of it looks strange, wait until next ABILITY when I'm
lending you the Advanced Course schedule. _l_1_:_ includes all the
processes old-timers learned long ago. We weren't far
enough South. Having gotten South, we leave all the old stuff

§Nort'E'i as Graduate material.
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‘- jfhursday CCH 3 - Hand Space Mimicry

.:E"I'ida)[ CCH 4 - Book Mimicry

saturdax Axioms 11 to 21 - Memorize

WEEK FIVE: LOCA'TION AND DUPLICATION PROCESSES
 

** L/jondax cc:-1 o ~ Rudiments, Goals 8: Present Time
Problem

Codes '
"Scientology: Fundamentals of Thought"

Tuesday Tr 10 - Locational Processing

V/ednesdax CCH 5 - Location by Contact

Thursday CCH 6 - Body-Room Contact ‘ I

__ Fridax CCH 7 - Contact by Duplication

Saturdax Axioms £2 to 53 - Memorize

WEEK SIX. OBJECTIVE HAVINGNESS PROCESSES

Mondax CCH O - Rudlments, Goals, & Present Time
Problem

Codes
"Scientology. Fundamentals of Th.OU.ght ' <

Tuesday CCH 8 - Trio

W@<fi1esdaz CCH 9 - Tone -ll-U Keep it from Going Away

Thursday cca 10 - Tone 40 Hold it Still‘
F1-idaz CCH ll - Tone 40 Make it a Little More Solid

Saturday A:-ciorns 34 to 45 - Memorize

WEEK SEVEN" UNIVERSE PROCESSES

Mgndax CCH O - Rudiments, Goals & Present Time
Problem

Codes
"Scientology Fundamentals of Thought"

9 Tuesday Tr ll — ARC Straightwire

Wednesday CCH 12. - Limited Subjective Havingness /\
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Thursday CCH 13 - Subjective Solids

‘ CCH 14 - Then and Now SolidsFrldav

Saturdaz Axiorns 46 to 55 — Memorize

(NOTE: Student repeats any week not passed or returns to
Communication Course. )

WEEK EIGHT: STUDENT ADNHNISTERS INTENSIVE

EXAIVIINATION AT END OF WEEK EIGHT

Reguired bx Examiner: "

All levels of Indoctrination Passed.
All Processes in Training learned.
Thorough Knowledge of Axioms.
Knowledge of Logi-cs and Pre-*-Logics.
Thorough Knowledge of Codes.
Good results from Student Intensive.
Case Profile of Student to be Examined.
Completed Check Sheets.
Synopses of Required Books.
A cornrnand of Group Auditing.

- A cornrnand of Group Teaching by Agreement.
A command of Assists.

Q

“SCIENTOLOGY: FUNDAMENTALS OF
THOUGHT"

COURSE TEXT:

READING MATERIALS: (Brief Synopsis of each required
at Examination Time) _

O

“Dianetics, ‘55! "
"Dianetics: Modern Science of Mental Health"
"Science of Survival"
"Advanced Procedures and .Axiorns"
"Creation of Human Ability" __

The number of class hours is about 576. The arnmint oi .
processing included is 25 hours.

The cost of the course is $750 financed. $500 cash.

The course is supervised by myself.

Enrollment is every Monday. People enrolling between
and August lst enter the Congress in July 1957 without
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charge.

The Academy R‘egi*st'rar should be contacted at l‘81?2= 19th
Street, N. W. , Washington 9, D. C. , for enrollment.

Living costs about $65. 00 a month, room and board for
the two rnonths oi‘ training. .

We are also teaching a night HCA in Washington which goes
three times a week between 7:30 p. m. , and 10:00 p. m. In
view d the fact that it is very easy to get jobs in the Govern-
ment it is possible for a student to come to Washington, enroll
in the night HCA and get a job in the G-overmnent to support
himself and his training. The length of the night HCA varies
but is freon 6 to 8 months. 1nstr.1ct.1on 111 the night I-{CA IS
fully as good as day I-ICA. Cost of the night HC-A is the same
3,5 day HCA.

Be seeing you. . .

F

r“

A A-‘ixE;A3- .Iu_ly4. 5, 6&7

Write:
Dick Steves

Congress Manager
1812 19th St... N. W.
Washington 9, D. C.
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PERSONNEL EF ICIENCY COURSE  

Dr. Kenneth D. Barrett is personally conducting the FREE
one week P-E Course here in Washington, D. C. The Academy
of Scientology is sponsoring this course to make a better
worker of the worker, a better ease-eertive, a better Home
Sapiens on all dynamics.

In an interview with Dr. Barrett yours truly asked point
blank. "What observable changes can you see in these people
during only one weeli?"

I
"Well, to start with, on just observable changes, they

take more pride in themselves, meaning they dress neater,
look neater, their hair is better groomed, make-up is applied
with more intention, or they shaved. closer. etc.

"Second, their eyes shine, they notice more around them,
they are keener, more attentive. they are just ‘the:-re‘ more.

"Third. they are friendlier after the second night. They .
talk to the other students. speak louder in class. express
themselves more openly. and enjoy their participation.

“There are many other changes, too, but many of them would
only have meaning for a trained Scientologist, because he un-
derstands what he sees in people. "

After that, the only course left for yours truly was to
thank Dr. Barrett, and retire from the field. However, in
talking to the Registrar of the Academy, Miss Mazdne Lawrence,
I found out that most of Dr. Barrett's Free Course students
take more advanced training or processing after the week's
course.

D1‘. Barrett is conducting a Course in Personnel Efficiency
which has as its main topic. LEABPHNG RATE. and how it
am; be improved. "Learning Rate monitors ABILITY. “
And I believe him.

Tom Esterbrook, B. Son.
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The Academy has arrived at a. new high in service

576 HOURS
OF

PERSONAL

1 COACHING
g |__,,,,,_ J3. 7,4/-4 J .»=47L11'

-q-...-.w
$/ -

in Scientology and'handling Homo Sapiens

2.5 hours of good auditing for
\-

$5OO CASH
(25% of unpaid balance) 5

5,3“ You're taught and examined with
' ' exactness never before achieved.

No class auditing. 8 weeks. A
Validated Certificate if graduated.

WRITE OR WIRE THE REGISTRAR

CLASSES START EVER Y MONDAY

at the ' D Iair — conditi oned

Academy of Scientology
1812 19th Street, N. W.

Washington, D.C
I

, |
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by L. Ron Hubbard

has been republished in a beautifuhduplicate of the
Ist. Edition?

No extraneous material in the front — just the way
Ron wrote it.

We own it now, you know, and have it in unlimited
quantities for your bookstore, your friends and for
you.

DISTRIBUTION CEN EB 242 T Rox
Silver Spring, Maryland“___: he L 1


